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A SUMMARY OF DIAGONAL TENSION

PART II - EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

By Paul Kuhn, James P. Peterson,
and L. Ross Levin

SUMMARY

Methods of analyzing web systems working in diagonal tension have

been given in Part I of this paper. Part II presents the experimental
evidence.

INTRODUCTION

Methods of analyzing plane or curved shear webs in incomplete diago-

nal tension have been presented in Part I of this paper (reference 1).

These methods make liberal use of empirical relations, and a rather

large amount of space was devoted in Part I to general discussions of

the test results in order to furnish the background knowledge that was

felt to be desirable for anybody concerned with the application of the
methods.

Part II presents the test information in greater detail. It is

intended primarily for those who are interested in improving the methods.

It should also be useful in interpreting specific tests such as might

be made in the course of demonstrating the strength of a specific

airplane.

All references to numbered formulas in the text refer to formulas

given in Part I; a list of symbols is also given in Part I.

PLANE-WEB SYSTEMS

The methods for analyzing plane diagonal-tension webs presented in

Part I may be considered to consist of a basic stress theory and of a

strength theory which is based on the basic stress theory.
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The experimental evidence concerning the stress theory was obtained
mainly from NACAtests on beams, involving extensive strain measurements.
These tests are presented in somedetaiL.

The experimental evidence on the s_-rength theory is based on NACA
tests, including those Just mentioned, _d on tests madeby aircraft
manufacturers. The main series of NACA_ests comprised about 50 beams}
the manufacturers furnished a total of about 140 tests. Someof these
test results were given to the NACA with the stipulation that no test

details be published. For this reason, aund also because a detailed

presentation of the data would be rather _oluminous, the data from manu-

facturers' tests are presented only in sunnmary form. The cooperation

extended by the manufacturers was very v_luable, because many of the

strength formulas are partly or wholly empirical, and the large number

of additional tests greatly increases the confidence that may be placed
In the formulas.

Data from the following manufacturers were used:

Boeing Aircraft Ca.

Consolidated Aircraft Corp.

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.

The Glenn L. Martim Co.

Vultee Aircraft Corp.

i. Stresses and DeElections

i.i. General discussion of NACA test procedures.- The beams tested

by the NACA may be divided into three groups as far as test technique is

concerned: medium-size beams, which formed the largest group, small but

heavily loaded beams, and very large beams.

A typical test setup for a medium-sime beam is shown in figure i.

Beams having depths of 25 and 40 inches were tested in the manner shown

as cantilevers fastened to a heavy universal support. The load is applied

by means of a hydraulic Jack, with rollers interposed in order to give

freedom of extension to the beam flange. Stabilization against torsional

failure of the beam and against lateral b_ckling of the compression flange

Is effected by horizontal guide arms (extending to the left in fig. l)

which are pivoted at both ends and form a series of parallel-motion guides.

The dial gages used to measure beam deflections are supported by a

steel truss above the beam. The truss is welded to a vertical post which

In turn is securely fastened to the top an_ bottom flanges of the beam

at the root end of the test section, where a web doubler plate begins.

This method of supporting the dial gages _s found necessary because the

angles used to attach the beam to the support deformed under the pull of
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the tension flange. Although the attachment angles were made of the

heaviest steel angles rolled (7/8 in. thick) and were reinforced by

welded gussets, they deformed sufficiently to almost double the deflec-

tion at the tip of the beam in some cases.

The beam is shown after failure, and after the strain-gage leads

had been removed} the strain gages are not visible in this view. The

failure is typical of upright failure by column buckling: Although the

uprights have large permanent over-all deformations, no local deformations

of the cross sections are evident.

A typical setup for a small but heavy beam is shown in figure 2.

(The beam is 12 in. deep and has a depth-thickness ratio of 120.) The

beam is simply supported in an inverted position; the reaction supports

are visible above the two ends. Because the beam is heavily loaded, the

compression flange is heavily stressed and requires closely spaced supports

to prevent lateral buckling. For beams of the proportions shown (_ _ 120),

round steei rods were satisfactory as supports. Heavier beams (_Z 6_

were found to twist with sufficient force (due to torsional instability)

to set up as much as 15 percent friction by rubbing of the beam flanges

against the guide bars. For these beams, the round bars were replaced

by square bars, and rollers were placed on each bar to reduce the fric-

tion to a negligible amount.

A typical setup for a large beam (74 in. deep) is shown in figure 3.

The electric resistance strain gages may be seen on the three middle

uprights. Figure 4 shows a different view of the same setup; in this

view, the parallel-motion guide bars may be seen, as well as the structure

necessary to support them.

Figure 5 shows column failure of the uprights on one of these large

beams) no distortion of the cross sections of the uprights is evident.

By contrast, figure 6 shows forced-crippling failures of large but frail

uprights. The attached legs of the Z-section stiffeners are badly deformed,

while the free legs show only a barely visible buckle. It might be noted

that the Junction line between the attached leg and the web of the

Z-section is also kinked_ while the explanation of forced-crippling failure

given in Part I stated that this line remains straight. However, the kink
in this line occurred only at the instant of final failure, while the

explanation in Part I referred to the deformation pattern that begins to

develop as soon as the buckling load of the web is exceeded.

On the first beam tested, an extensive strain survey was made with

Tuckerman strain gages in order to provide a check against the electric

resistance gages, which were being introduced at this time. The tests
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with Tuckerman gages required loading the beam repeatedly to a fairly

high percentage of its ultimate load. On all other beams, electric

resistance gages were used exclusively, and no repeated loads were

applied; the load was increased in increme_nts until failure occurred.

1.2. Basic data on NACA test beams.- The main NACA beam tests were

made over a period of several years in five groups; for convenience of

reference_ the groups have been designated as series I to V.

Series I consisted of beams 40 inches or 25 inches deep with double

uprights. Series II consisted of 25-inch beams with single uprights.

In series I and II, the material was 24S-T3 aluminum alloy (with one

exception as noted).

Series IIl consisted of 25-inch beams made of 75S-T6 alloy. Single

as well as double uprights were used.

Series IV consisted of very large beams (74 in. deep) made of

24S-T3 alloy.

\

Series V was a series of thick-web beams [_ _1201 made of

24S-T3 alloy.

Each beam carries a code designation _uch as 1-25-4D, with the

following meaning:

I test series I

25

4

approximate depth of beam in inches

number of beam within the series

D double uprights (S for single uprigluts)

The basic data on dimensions and materials are given in tables i and 3;

calculated and test data are given in tabla._ 2 and 4. Figures 7 to lO

give information not covered by the tables..

A comprehensive report on series I to EV was published as refer-

ence 2, which gives also the original refez__nces. The results for

series V were published in reference 3.

1.3. Web buckling.- When the loading r_tio T/Tcr is large, the

diagonal-tension factor k is insensitive to small changes in T/Tcr ;

even for a ratio as low as i0, a 10-percent change in T/Tcr produces
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only a 3.5 percent change in k. An accurate e:stimate of the buckling
stress Tcr is therefore not important whent_e beamfails at high
loading ratios, and consequently no concerted efforts were madeto meas-
ure the buckling stresses for thin webs (with high h/t ratios).

Observations in this range were mademostly by two simple methods:

(i) Observing the reflections of windows _n the web

(2) Checking the web for out-of-flatness with a straight edge

The first method is a good one under favorable circumstances, but such
circumstances often do not prevail in beamtest:s.

Another method employed was to take strai_ readings on a 2-inch
Tuckerman strain gage placed at right angles a_u-oss an expected buckle.
The gage, having a rigid body_ measures the gec_metric shortening due to
buckle curvature in addition to the strain; thu_, deviation of the load-
strain plot from a straight line indicates buckling. This method was
employed very successfully on curved sheet and _roved satisfactory on
flat thick sheet.

All measurementsof buckling stress madeom the web have a defect:
The first buckle noted may be merely a local buckle. This defect could
be overcome to someextent by using a large number of gages, but this
was considered an undesirable complication for beam tests.

The method considered to be the most desirable one (in general) was
to utilize the measuredupright stresses. As l_ng as the web is not
buckled, the uprights are unstressed (unless there are bending effects
due to unsymmetrical construction). The appearaunceof compressive stresses
in the uprights marks the beginning of diagonal-tension action and thus
indicates that the web has buckled. From a plot of upright stress against
load, i_he buckling load can generally be determined fairly accurately on
web systems for which it needs to be known accu_zately.

The curves of empirical restraint coefficients for buckling calcu-
lations (Part I, fig. 12(b)) were drawn as weighted average curves for
buckling data obtained from beamtests and fro_ miscellaneous other tests.
Table 4 lists buckling stresses calculated with the aid of these curves
and buckling stresses determined experimentally by the last-mentioned
method (appearance of upright stresses) for the beamsof series V. These
beamsfailed at loading ratios ranging approximmcely from 1.1 to 2.29

they are thus in a range where a rather accurate estimate of the buckling

stress is desirable. The fourth column of the t,able shows that the ratio

of experimental to calculated buckling stress ravages from 0.77 to 1.24,

with an average value of 0.95. For tests on medium-thick webs, the ratios
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fell in about the same scatter band. For thin webs, on which only simple

visual observations were made, the ratio ranged up to 1.5, but this was

undoubtedly due to inadequate sensitivity of the test methods under
unfavorable conditions.

1.4. Upright stresses.- The measurememts of upright stresses were

guided by the following considerations:

(i) Built-up structures exhibit more or less irregular stress dis-

tributions due to imperfect construction.

(2) The stress in an upright varies along the length of the upright.

(3) Single uprights are subjected to eccentric loading and thus to

bending in addition to compression.

(4) Any upright of practical size is subjected to local deformations

caused by the shear buckles in the web; these deformations may become

very severe at high loads.

In vSew of the first consideration, stresses were measured on three

uprights except on beams with large upright spacing where only two

uprights were usable for measurements because the others were adjacent

to the stiffened end bays and thus worked under different conditions.

In order to take care of the second consideration, a number of gage

stations were distributed along the length of each upright. The number

ranged from 9 stations for 25-inch beams to 13 for 74-inch beams.

The third consideration introduces a difficulty. The calculated

stress sU for a single upright is the sum of compressive stress and

bending stress for the fibers in the plane of the web in a vertical strip

adjacent to the upright. The gages are necessarily in a different plane -

on the exposed face of the attached leg of the upright. The calculated

stresses therefore had to be adjusted to the plane of the gages. For

Z-section uprights, the adjustment is small, but for uprights of angle

section it is fairly large (of the order of 25 percent). The "plane of

the web" was assumed to be defined by the midplane of the web.

In double uprights, bending would be only of an accidental or sec-

ondary nature, and its effect was eliminated by using a pair of gages

back to back at each gage station.

The last consideration - local deformations - is also fairly effec-

tively eliminated for double uprights by using a pair of gages at each

station. For single uprights, however, it is the largest source of

uncertainty. The most effective method of reducing this uncertainty
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would be to use a single gage extending over the full length of the

upright} with such an arrangement, the effect of the local deformations

would be fairly well averaged out because the shear buckles have a

regular pattern_ and their wave length is short. This method was not

used because it would require special strain gages. It was felt, however,

that the number of gages used was sufficient to give a reasonable approxi-

mation to gU if they were averaged, and the resulta appear to vindicate

this point of view.

Figure ii shows on the left the distribution of _U for three beams

with double uprights and at three different loads. Each test point repre-

sents an average obtained as follows: First, readings of each pair of

gages were averaged. Next, corresponding stations were averaged for the

two (or three) test uprights. Finally, stations above the neutral axis

of the beam were averaged against corresponding stations below the neutral

axis} the points are shown in the figure at the stations below the neutral

axis. Each point Lhus represents the average of 8 or 12 gages. The

curves faired through the points were also plotted for the upper half of

the beam in order to permit easier visualization of the complete curve.

As predicted by the theory, the stress was a maximum at midheight.

The right-hand side of figure ii shows test points and curves obtained

in the same manner for the two 74-inch beams having double uprights. The

pronounced local minimum, instead of a maximum, at midheight of the curves

shows that the web splice along the neutral axis (fig. 9(a)) had a distinct

effect on the action of the web.

Figures 12 to 15 show upright stresses plotted against load. For

beams with double uprights, the maximum value _Umax is shown as well

as the average value _U, unless the difference was too small to show

on the plots. The experimental value of aUmax represents the average

(for 2 or 3 uprights) estimated from distribution curves such as shown

in figure ll. The experimental value _U represents the average of

all gages on the beam_ the number of gages averaged ranges from a mini-

mum of 36 (2 uprights with 9 stations each) to a maximum of 78 (3

uprights with 13 stations each).

On beams with single uprights, the stresses caused by the local

deformations make the determination of the stress distribution and of the

maximum stress _Umax too uncertain to be worthwhile. Consequently, only

the average stress aU is shown. In addition, however, a horizontal line

terminated by tick marks shows the range from the lowest individual gage

reading to the highest individual value in the entire group of gages. The

deviations from the mean values depend on the relative sturdiness of the

upright and increase with increasing load. The large spread between
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highest and lowest gage reading found in a number of cases demonstrates

clearly that isolated strain measurements en structures of this type are

quite useless; correlation with any kind of theory can be expected only

if a large number of gages is used to perm_Lt local stress effects to be

averaged out.

Inspection of figures 12 to 15 shows that the engineering theory of

incomplete diagonal tension gives no unco_servative predictions of upright

stress at loads less than about two-thirds ultimate except for the first

beam tested (I-40-1D). As stated in Part [, this conservativeness is

the result of the policy followed in choosing the empirical relation

between the factor k and the ratio T/Tc_. The exception for the first

beam was permitted because this beam had been subjected to repeated

loading (section 1.1), and repeated buckllmg lowers the buckling stress

below the calculated value, as discussed in_ section 9.10 of Part I. It

may also be noted that the unconservativeness on beam 1-40-1D (fig. 12),

although amounting to about 20 percent for aUmax , is very small for o_.

The poorest agreement is exhibited by the stresses for beam IV-72-4S

in figure 15. This beam was deliberately designed with very thin uprights

in order to demonstrate, by direct comparison with beam IV-72-2S, the

fallacy of designing uprights simply for a large moment of inertia (Part I,

section 3.9, closing paragraph). The local deformations consequently were

very large (see fig. 6), so that an extremely large range of measured

stresses resulted (fig. 15). It may be noted that this is the only test

beam for which some individual upright gages showed tension stresses about

as large as the highest individual compres_zion stresses. Under these con-

ditions, the upright stress obtained by aw_raging gage readings obviously

cannot be regarded as reliable in spite of the fairly large number of gages

averaged.

On a number of beams, the predictions are unconservative for the

high loads. The load at which the predict%on begins to become unconserva-

tive coincides in most cases quite closely with the load at which the web

stress reaches the yield value, as indicated by a dash-dot line in the

figures. The explanation is probably that yielding of the web has a two-

fold effect: The diagonal tension develops more rapidly, and the contri-

bution of the web to the effective area of the upright decreases more

-rapidly than in the elastic range. At present, it does not seem Justi-

fiable to attempt any correction for this effect, because the accuracy

with which the strength of the uprights cam be predicted is not high

enough. (Note, for instance, that beam II-25-5S in figure 13 shows the

largest excess of measured over calculated stress in the upright as the

failing load is approached, but table 2 shows that the strength prediction

is conservative by about the same amount as the average for all tests.)

Unconservative predictions of the uprf_==ht stresses were also noted

in the beams of series V. These beams failed at high web stresses,

ranging from 22 to 38 ksi, and at low ratios V/Tcr , ranging from i.i to

2.2. Thus, by the time the upright stresses were of any magnitude, the

web was well in the plastic range, the proportional limit of the web

material being 12.5 ksi and the yield stress less than 24 ksi. The upright
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stresses themselves were relatively low, because the ratios T/Tcr were

low; on the other hand, there were very high local stresses due to severe

forced crippling, because the uprights were thinner than the web in most

cases. In view of all these factors, the lack of agreement between meas-

ured and calculated stresses was not surprising, and a presentation of

the results was not considered worthwhile. It might be noted, however,

that the predictions of ultimate strength for the beams of series V show

no more scatter than those for the other series.

1.5. Indefinite-width uprights.- In box beams, bulkheads formed

from sheet are sometimes flanged over, and the flanges are riveted to the

shear webs of the box. Formally, such a bulkhead constitutes a "single

upright" for the shear web. It is evident, however, that the bulkhead

will not bend like an ordinary single upright; the flanged edge of the

bulkhead will remain straight and will thus behave like a double upright

in this respect. On the other hand, it is equally obvious that the com-

pressive load introduced by the shear web into the upright will not be

distributed uniformly over the entire bulkhead; only a portion of the

bulkhead next to the attached flange will participate in carrying the

compressive load.

In order to provide some information on this problem, three box beams

were built, with shear webs 25 inches deep and separated by about 25 inches.

Bulkheads formed from solid sheet were flanged over and riveted to the

webs, and stress measurements were made on the attached flanges with the

box subjected to vertical shear loads. From these measurements, it was

concluded that the effective upright area AUe consisted of the attached

leg and an additional area equal to 12tU 2, or in other words, the effec-

tive width furnished by the bulkhead is equal to 12t U. The results

obtained from the three tests were fairly consistent.

The effective width of 12t U is the one acting at and near the

failing load. At low loads, the effective width was found to be 2 to 3

times as large; the decrease with load was roughly linear. The failing

stresses in the uprights ranged from 15 to 30 ksi and fell within the

scatter band established from tests with conventional uprights.

1.6. Beam deflections.- A complete set of deflection measurements

was taken on the beams of series I. The test section was taken as the

region over which the thickness of the web was constant; that is, the

end bays with doubler plates were excluded. The measurements were taken

with respect to the tangent at the inboard end of the test section; they

can therefore be compared directly with the computed deflections.

The deflections were computed in the usual manner as the sum of

bending deflection and shear deflection, with the latter computed by the

expression

PL
8=--

htG e

where L is the length of the test section.
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Figure 16 shows the measured and the calculated deflections. As a

matter of some interest, the following calculated curves are also shown:

(i) The bending deflections alone. It may be seen that they are

relatively small.

(2) Deflections calculated on the assumption that the web did not

buckle (Ge = G).

(3) Deflections calculated with allowance for buckling, but without

allowance for plasticity effects (Ge = GID _ .

A comparison of the curves calculated with the final value G e and

those calculated with GID T shows that the plasticity effect can be so

large as to double the deflection.

The curve giving the plasticity correction for the shear modulus

(fig. 22(b), Part I) was derived from a series of i0 tests on square webs

in a pin-jointed frame under diagonal pull (reference 4). The webs were

of different thicknesses and carried varying amounts of stiffening in

order to produce varying amounts of diagonal tension. The ratio Ge/GID T

did not appear to depend on the amount of diagonal tension within the

rather wide scatter limits of the tests. The average curve shown in the

figure should therefore be approximately valid for a web without diagonal

tension, that is to say, it should be about the same as the shear stress-

strain curve of the material. Application of a recent empirical method

of deducing the shear stress-strain curve from the tensile and the com-

pressive stress-strain curves also gave reasonable agreement with the
curve.

2. Ultimate Strength

2.1. General discussion.- In most web systems, the web weighs more

than twice as much as the uprights; the achievement of structural effi-

ciency depends therefore chiefly on an accurate knowledge of web strength.

A series of special shear tests was consequently made in order to estab-

lish the failing stresses for webs made of the two most widely used

aluminum alloys; these tests are discussed in section 2.2. The following

sections give information, derived from beam tests made by the NACA and

by the _nnufacturers listed previously, on the strength of the web, the

uprights, and the rivet connections.

Out of a total of 144 tests made by manufacturers, only four were

rejected. A group of three tests on 10-inch beams was rejected outright.

The reported test loads were more than twice the predicted loads.
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Examination of the test report showed that woo4_enguide posts were used
to prevent twisting of the beam; in such a setup, there is always danger
that the beamflanges mayhang up in the guides, and it was considered
probable that h_inging-up was responsible for tb_e extremely high loads
reported. The fourth test was rejected after _i duplicate beam had been

built and tested by the NACA; this case is discussed in section 2.9.

2.2. Strength of webs tested in pure shear.- Tests made to establish

the failing stresses of shear webs made of 24S-T3 and 75S-T6 aluminum

alloys have been reported in references 5 and 6. The Jig used for most

of the tests is shown in figure 17. The two long edges of the web were

bolted to steel plates, which in turn were bolted between heavy steel

bars. These bars were very heavy (2 by 4 in.) in order to reduce the

nonuniformity of shear strain caused by longitmdinal strain in the bars.

The nuts on the bolts going through the sheet were "just snug" in order

to keep friction to a minimum. Angles were riweted to the sllort edges

of the webs in order to enable the web to carry/ shear stresses over its

full length. (The length of the ineffective z_ne caused by a free end

can be estimated for nonbuckled sheet but not _or buckled sheet.)

Figure 17 shows that the "uprights" used to separate the flanges

were hinged in order to eliminate portal-frame effects. Webs intended

to develop a high buckling stress (and thus a _iow value of k) had closely

spaced stiffeners riveted to them. These stiff'eners had semicircular

ends bearing on the flanges but not connected %o them, again in order

to eliminate portal-frame effects.

Either one or two rows of bolts were use_. The pitch of the bolts

was 1 inch; the diameter of the bolts was varied. Heavy washers were

used to protect the sheet from direct contact _'ith the bolt heads.

The results of the main tests are shown im tables 5 and 6. The

nominal shear stress is given in two forms: tlne stress Tg computed

for the gross section (Lt), and the stress s computed for the net

section between rivet holes (along one line of rivets). The actually

observed failing stresses have been corrected _o a specification ultimate

strength" given in the figures (on the usual assumption of direct pro-

portionality). Figures 18 and 19 show that the stress based on the net

section (shown by square symbols) varies great_y, contrary to the assump-

tion commonly made in design work. Apparently_ a stress-concentration

factor operates which increases _s _he rivet f_ctor C r (ratio of net

to gross section) increases, at least up to a certain point. For the

two materials tested, this change in stress-comcentration factor just

about offsets the change in net section. As a result, the stress based

on the gross section (shown by circles) is practically independent of

the rivet factor C r. For the tests at the two lower values of the
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factor k (k Z 0.04 and 0.4), the deviations from the average of Tg
are mostly within ±5 percent; for the tests at the two higher values of
k, the deviations are mostly within ±lO percent. This spread is about
the sameas that due to changing other factors while keeping Cr con-
stant and is only about twice the spread found in groups of four nominally
identical specimens.

The tests thus indicate that, for the two alloys tested at least,
it is convenient to abandon the usual method of computing the allowable

web stress for the net section between rivet holes and to use instead

the stress based on the gross section. The allowable stress derived in

this manner naturally does not represent the true shear strength of the
material.

The tests on 24S-T3 webs with C r _ 0.81 show a slight loss (at

least relatively) if only one row of bolts is used instead of two. Examina-

tion of the data shows that the allowable bearing stresses for the sheet

are exceeded. The allowable shear stresses derived from the tests should

therefore be considered as valid only under the proviso that the allowable

bearing stresses are not exceeded; the latter were taken from reference 7

when the analysis was originally _de, but the substitution of currently

valid allowable bearing stresses would not change the picture significantly.

In one of the test series (fig. 18(a)), a few tests were made on

square webs in a pin-jointed "picture frame," with the webs sandwiched

between the flange angles and the nuts "just snug." As expected, these

tests gave the same results as the main tests. In another series, long

webs were tested with the washers under the bolt heads omitted (fig. 18(a)).

In this condition, the allowable stress was reduced about i0 percent.

Comparisons with earlier tests in the picture-frame jig (reference 6)

indicate that riveted webs will carry i0 to 15 percent higher stresses

than bolted webs with the nuts just snug, because friction carries part

of the load. At very low values of k (_ 0. i) and for one thickness of

sheet, the increase was somewhat less; however_ this slight deficiency

may be attributed to the fact that the picture-frame jig does not give

a very uniform stress. It is believed, therefore, that a lO-percent

increase in allowable stress for riveted webs (over the "basic-allowable"

values valid for bolted webs with nuts just snug) is justified. Under

some conditions, however, consideration should be given to the question

of whether the rivets will remain sufficiently tight throughout the service

life of the structure to justify the increase.

2.3. Strensth of beam webs.- The allowable shear stress for beam webs

given in figure 19 of Part I is based on the pure-shear tests described in

the preceding section. The tests showed a scatter band of ±i0 percent,
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and the allowable stress is based on the lower edge of the scatter band.

Consequently, strength predictions for beams failing by web rupture would

be expected to average lO percent conservative, provided that the allow-

able stress is corrected to the actual properties of the web material.

This practice was followed for all the predictions discussed here; where

actual properties were not known, typical properties were used. While

this practice is not in accord with the aeronautical one of using minimum

guaranteed or probability values, it is felt to be more significant here

where the point at issue is the reliability of the basic method.

The last column of table 2 and table 4 gives the ratio of failing

load to the load predicted to cause web rupture. In these calculations,

the allowable strength was assumed to be increased 5 percent by the bolts

being tight. It will be noted that the majority of these ratios are in

parentheses. These parentheses denote that the observed web rupture is

considered to be a secondary failure, because according to the predictions

failure of the upright was the primary failure. The column averages

shown disregard the values in parentheses. If tables 2 and 4 are com-

bined, the average ratio of actual to predicted load becomes 1.07, which

is reasonably close to the expectation in spite of the fact that only

5 tests are averaged. Inspection of the tables shows also that most of

the ratios in parentheses are above unity; therefore, most webs were

developing somewhat more than their rated strengths at the instant when

upright failures precipitated failures of the entire systems with ensuing

web ruptures.

For beam III-25-8S, the prediction was 5 percent unconservative; a

prediction based on the minimum guaranteed or the probability value there-

fore would have been conservative, because even the latter value differs

from the actual one by more than 5 percent.
/

In the group of older tests (mostly 24S-T material) by manufacturers,

six web failures were noted, with the ratio of actual to predicted load

being 1.14 ± 0.06, which is again reasonably well in line with the

expectation.

In the more recent group (mostly 75S-T6 material) of manufacturers'

tests, 45 web ruptures were noted; of these, only 16 are considered to

be primary web failures. For these primary web failures, the average

ratio of actual to predicted load was 1.05. This is lower than expected;

the three lowest ratios are 0.92, 0.93, and 0.95. In these beams, the

end bays were not reinforced; for the beam that failed at the lowest ratio,

a photograph was available which showed that the failure originated in

an end bay. As pointed out in Part I, unreinforced end bays will generally

have less than 90 percent efficiency. The fact that the average ratio was

only 1.05 instead of the expected 1.10 can therefore probably be explained

by end-bay failures which lowered the average.
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A "hidden factor of safety" is furnished by the portal-frame effect

(Part I, appendix). For the NACA beams, t_is effect was estimated to be

less than 5 percent for most tests and les_ than i percent for many; the

four cases in which it was estimated to be about i0 percent, are discussed

in section 2.4.

2.4. Upright failure by column buckli_g.- The column failures of

double uprights listed in table 2 were use_ to plot figure 20, which

shows the computed upright stress _U at _ailure as a function of the

effective slenderness ratio Le/P. The effective length Le is computed

with the aid of the empirical formulas (35_. The Euler curve agrees

quite well with the lower limit of the scatter band; formulas (35) there-

fore appear to give an acceptable estimate of the effective column length.

The number of tests is too small to consider formulas (35) as firmly estab-

lished; it appears to be large enough, however, to establish fairly well

that Wagner's theoretical curves for effective column length are definitely

too high. (See fig. 6(b), Part I, for com_arison between theoretical and

empirical curve.)

The very small number of column failumes out of a total of nearly

200 beam tests reflects the fact that most practical web systems are in

the range where the uprights fail by force_ crippling rather than by

column bowing (see Part I, discussion of fig. 23). The 144 beams tested

by manufacturers may be presumed to cover _irly well the range encountered

in practice; among these, not one upright f_ilure was attributed to column

buckling. Such column failures as were observed took place in NACA beams

deliberately designed with very slender upr_ghts in order to produce

column failure.

The ratios of actual to predicted beam failing loads are shown in

the third-from-the-last column of table 2. The low strength developed

by the first beam is attributed in part to _he effects of the previous

repeated loadings applied (section 1.1). For the two beams showing the

highest ratios (I-25-2D and -3D), the portal-frame effect (Part I, appen-

dix) was estimated to be about l0 percent, which may have contributed to

the high value of the ratio.

The portal-frame effect was also estimated to be about i0 percent

for beams 1-25-5D and 1-25-1D. The former could not be carried to failure

because of interference with the dial-gage truss; the highest load applied

was 1.19 times the predicted failing load. The latter, on the other hand,

failed by web rupture at a load only 1 perosnt in excess of the predicted

one. For the time being, then, it is concluded that it would not be wise

to make an allowance for portal-frame effect in routine strength predictions.

2.5. Upright failure by forced crippling.- The plots from which the

empirical formulas for forced crippling were_ established are shown in
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figures 21 to 23. Calculated values of _Umax are plotted against a

parameter which involves the diagonal-tension f_z_or k and the "relative

sturdiness" tu/t of the upright with respect to the web. The plots

include manufacturers' and NACA tests.

In all three plots, shaded symbols indicate tests in which the web

ruptured. It is not possible to determine accurztely whether the web

or the upright was the primary cause of failure. It is possible, of

course, that some of the uprights in these cases would have carried a

somewhat higher stress if the web had been strozkger. However_ inspec-

tion of the three figures shows that the design allowable curves deduced

would not be changed if the shaded symbols were omitted.

Figure 21 shows the plot for single uprights for web systems made

of 24S-T3 aluminum alloy. The full-line curve _presents the formula

recommended for design (formula (37a), Part I), _-ith the plasticity

correction made as recommended in section 4.10 o_ Part I. The short

dashed and the long-and-short-dashed curves repre_sent, respectively,

1.25 and 1.5 times the design allowable value, corrected for plasticity

effect. The former represents fairly well the _iddle of the scatter band,

the latter the upper edge, except at the right-k:and end, where the for-

mulas become more conservative. (Taken at face _alue, the test points

may suggest that it would be better to omit the plasticity correction.

On general principles, however, it is clear that such an omission would

be unsafe. )

Figure 22 shows the plot for double uprights on web systems made of

24S-T3 aluminum alloy. The number of tests is small but may be considered

adequate to establish the design allowable value based on the lower edge

of the scatter band (full-line curve). The width of the scatter band

cannot be established because of the small number of tests, but it appears

to be of the same order of magnitude as that for single uprights shown

in figure 21.

Figure 23 shows the plot for single uprights made of 75S-T6 or

Alciad 75S-T6 alloy and used on webs made of AlcLad 75S-T6. The width

of the scatter band appears to be slightly less than for 24S-T3 alloy,

but possibly only because the number of tests is smaller.

Few tests are available on Alclad 75S-T6 web systems with double

uprights. The allowable value of upright stress given in Part I was

obtained from the allowable value for single uprights of the same alloy

on the assumption that the ratio of allowable stress for double uprights

to allowable stress for single uprights is identLcal for the two aluminum

alloys.
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The fact that figure 23 shows a much larger percentage of tests with

web failures than figures 21 and 22 may be _xplained as follows: The

beams made of 24S-T alloy were designed at a time when little was known

about upright failure; many of them were therefore deliberately designed

with overstrength webs in order to obtain information on upright failure.

The 75S-T beams were designed much later, _hen enough information was

available to insure a reasonable balance between web strength and upright

strength.

In the NACA test beams, upright cross sections were either plain

angles or plain Z-sections. The manufacturers' tests on 24S-T beams

included also a large number of lipped Z-se,ctions and some lipped angles.

Manufacturers' tests on 75S-T beams were mostly lipped Z-sections and

J-sections. No effect of lips could be ded_uced from separate plots made

for each type of section; it is possible, _owever, that tests made spe-

cifically to investigate this question wou]ld show a strengthening effect

of lips.

Previously published plots corresponding to figure 21 (as in refer-

ences 2 and 3) showed one point about 25 percent below the lower edge of

the scatter band. Careful examination of the test report did not disclose

any reason for suspecting faulty test techn_tque or workmanship. Con-

sequently, a duplicate of the beam was buil_ and tested by the NACA. The

uprights were of lipped-angle section. In the NACA test, the lip at the

free edge of one upright kinked badly at a load about ii percent higher

than the "test load" given in the manufacturers' test report. However,

the NACA beam continued to carry load and did not collapse until the load

was 73 percent higher than the test load reported for the manufacturers'

beam. The manufacturer's test was therefore rejected. It might be noted

that, aside from the local kink mentioned, the deformations of the NACA

beam were of the same order of magnitude as on many other beams; this

fact would seem to remove the - rather remote - possibility that the

manufacturer's test was stopped short of ultimate load because of excessive

web or over-all deformations.

2.6. Web-to-flange rivets.- In the NACA tests, the web was generally

attached by bolts in order to facilitate re-use of the flanges. No bolt

failures were expected or experienced.

In the manufacturers' tests prior to i_42 (which constitute the

majority of the data available), the rivet _esign tended to be rather con-

servative. The rivet loads were usually computed on the assumption of

complete diagonal tension, which is always conservative. The allowable

rivet strengths were based on the nominal rivet area and the shear strength

of the rivet wire. The first of these practices is conservative because

the rivet hole is always drilled oversize; the second, because the driving

operation tends to increase the shear strength of the rivet. The actual
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rivet strengths were therefore usually from _ to 40 percent above the
nominal values used at that time. As a result of these conservative
practices, and because failure was often caused by weak uprights, very
few rivet failures occurred in the manufacturers' tests.

Failures did occur in five tests at loads ranging from 3 percent
lower to 16 percent higher than predicted with formula (34) used to
calculate the loads on the rivets and special tests to determine the
actual strengths of the rivets. On the average, the predictions were
7 percent conservative) this result may be attributed to friction
relieving the rivet loads.

In the discussion of formula (34) in Part I, mention was madeof a
"more rational" version of the formula, but it was pointed out that this
purported greater rationality is spurious. If the "more rational" formula
had been used, the predictions for the five beamswould have been uncon-
servative by 2 percent on the average and by 12 percent in the extreme
case.

Amongthe new manufacturers' tests, one group showedpositive margins
ranging from i0 percent on up, based on actual rivet strengths estimated
on the basis of information given in reference 8. (Currently valid design
allowables are about 15 percent lower.) No failures were recorded in this
group.

The latest group differed markedly in that it showedconsistently
much lower margins; the margins also computed on the basis of actual rivet
strengths ranged from -i0 to i0 percent. No failures were recorded for
several beamswith negative margins, but failures were noted for two beams
which had essentially zero margins.

For the limiting cases of a shear-resistant and a pure-diagonal-
tension web, the formula for rivet load is a straightforward application
of statics; this consideration, together with the test evidence presented,
is felt to justify the belief that the method of computing the rivet load
is fairly accurate. Results obtained in individual tests should be Judged
with due consideration given to the difference between true and nominal
rivet strength and the possible existence of hidden factors of safety.

2.7. Upright-to-flange rivets.- In practically all test beams, the

upright-to-flange rivets were considerably overstrength; therefore, prac-

tically no failures were experienced. This overstrength can be attributed

either to the use of very conservative design formulas based on simple

diagonal-tension theory, or to deliberately conservative design on test
beams intended to furnish information on other items.

For beams with double uprights, one rivet failure was recorded. The

existing nominal rivet strength was only about 5 percent below the required
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strength and the existing actual rivet strength was therefore probably

above the required strength; however, the calculated upright stress was

very uncertain because of a peculiar design feature. In two beams, no

failures were recorded, although the estimated true rivet strengths were

i0 to 20 percent below the required strength.

For beams with single uprights, there were two records of failure

although the rivet strengths were appreciably greater than required; the

analyses were very uncertain, however, because several important dimensions

of the beams were not given and had to be estimated or inferred. There

are two records of successful joints in which the ratio of estimated true

rivet strength to required strength was less than unity (0.98 and 0.83),

and several records of successful joints with essentially zero margin.

The very scanty direct test evidence is thus divided into two groups,

for double as well as for single uprights. The smaller group indicates

that the formula for rivet load may be somewhat unconservative, the larger

group indicates the opposite. However_ the analysis of all the tests in

the former group is so uncertain that very little significance can be

attached to it.

Formulas (39) give the rivet load as the product of upright stress gU

and upright area. The method of calculating the stress _U has been

extensively verified by tests and is somewhat conservative (section 1.4).

Furthermore, the stress at the ends of an upright is less than aU,

although the difference is small when the diagonal tension is highly

developed. The large amount of strain-gage evidence concerning CU,

coupled with the favorable portion of the strength-test evidence, is felt

to be sufficient to allay any concern that might be felt as a result of

the three unfavorable strength-test results.

2.8. Upright-to-web rivets.- The criterion for shear strength

required in double uprights is based on a series of column tests

(reference 9).

The criteria for the required tensile strengths of rivets (for-

mulas (41) and (42)) are attempts to provide a safeguard against a type

of failure that has been observed in tests. Because no tests have been

made to check specifically on this item, the available evidence is rather

sketchy and largely negative; that is, in most tests no failures were

observed (or at least none were recorded). An additional difficulty is

that rivet failures are often found after the failure of the beam, and

it is then impossible to state whether the rivet failure was a primary

one responsible for the beam failure or a secondary one that took place

while the beam was failing for other reasons. In view of all these

uncertainties, the coefficients given in formulas (41) and (42) should

be considered only as tentative values.
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On beamswith single uprights, a total cf five rivet failures have
been recorded. The ratios of actual to required rivet tensile strength
(with the latter based on formula (42)) were: 0.46, 0.593 0.73, 0.90,
and 0.92.

On beamswith double uprights, two failures were observed, with
ratios of actual to required rivet tensile strength of 0.60 and 0.87.

On most of the manufacturers' beams analy_ed, there was a positive

margin against tensile failure of the (protruding-head type) rivets,

averaging about 15 percent. The criterion therefore appears to require

rivet sizes that are fairly well in accord with the riveting practices

followed by several manufacturers. It should he well-noted, however,

that the riveting criteria followed in the past were usually couched in

terms of shear strength. Rules of this type m_y (and generally will)

result in adequate tensile strengths of the rivets if the rivets are of

the protruding-head type, but they are likely _o fall down if rivets of

another type, such as the flush type, are used. The inadequacy of a

shear criterion alone becomes evident if one considers what would happen

if a shear web were attached to the uprights by dowel pins which have

shear strength but no tensile strength.

There were a small number of cases where mo rivet failures were

observed (on single as well as on double uprights) in spite of the fact

that the criterion for tensile strength indicated negative margins_ some

quite large. In most of these cases, weakness of the uprights precipi-

tated failures at loads well below the potential strengths of the webs.

The criterion should evidently be regarded as e_tablishing the tensile

rivet strength needed for a beam of balanced design, in which the web

and the uprights fail simultaneously.

A few failures were encountered in cases w_ere the rivets had ade-

quate tensile strengths but inadequate shear st_engths) zherefore, both
should be checked.

CURVED-WEB SYSTEMS

Almost all the information available on cu_rved-web systems in diagonal

tension has been obtained on circular cylinders tested in torsion. Because

cylinders are more expensive to manufacture and to test than plane-web

beams, the total number tested so far is rather small; however, because

the theory is an extension of the well-substant_ated theory of plane

systems and because an effort was made to check doubtful points on speci-

mens with rather extreme proportions, it is felt that the theory of the

primary stresses is fairly well established. The strength theory, on the
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other hand, is not so well established as for plane systems, and very

little is known about the secondary stresses except in the special case

of floating rings.

3. Stresses and Deflections

3.1. Test specimens and procedures.- The extension of the engineering

theory of incomplete diagonal tension to curved webs discussed in Part I

was first presented in reference i0. The tests utilized included 8 tests

made by the NACA and 4 made at the Research Laboratories of the Aluminum

Company of America (reference Ii). Since then, 4 additional tests have

been made by the NACA in order to check some doubtful items in the theory.

The basic data for the NACA cylinders are given in figure 24 and in

table 7- The unconventional arrangement of double stringers was used

because it not only keeps the bending stresses in the stringers small

but also permits their effective elimination by the device of averaging

pairs of symmetrically located strain gages. The locations of the elec-

tric resistance strain gages on the cross sections of the stringers and

rings are shown in figure 25. Strain gages were applied to three or

four stringers in the middle bay of each cylinder. The total number of

stringer gages was 50 for cylinder I and varied from 62 to 96 for the

remaining cylinders.

The rings of the NACA cylinders were made rather large in order to

preclude ring failure. For this reason, and because the angle of diagonal

tension in curved webs is fairly flat, the ring stresses were small; they

were therefore considered a minor issue, and no effort was made to measure

them accurately. For the sake of simplicity, the gages were located at

middepth on each ring, although this is not the neutral axis because some

effective width of skin cooperates with the ring. On cylinders i to 8,

only 3 gages were used; on cylinders 9, ii, and 12, the number was

increased to 12 or 16; on cylinder i0, a total of 96 gages was used

because the measurements covered ring bending moments as well as axial
forces.

The setup for the NACA tests is shown in figure 26. The particular

test illustrated is one under combined torsion and compression. All

straln-gage wiring has been removed in order to show the cylinder more

clearly. The torque-loading jig illustrated was used in all tests except

the first one; the jig used for cylinder 1 was found to have insufficient

throw, and the torque values are in doubt for torques larger than about

95 percent of the failing value. In all tests, the load was increased

in steps until failure occurred} there was no decrease of load during a

test except for small unavoidable drops caused by skin buckling.
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The cylinders tested at the AluminumReseaz_h Laboratories (hereafter
referred to as ARL) differed from the NACAcylimders chiefly in the type
of stringers and rings used. The stringers of the ARLcylinders were of
inverted G-section and were located on the outside of the cylinders; the
rings were of solid rectangdlar section. The stringer strains were
measuredpartly with electric resistance gages, partly with lO-inch
Whittemore gages. Measurementswere also madeof skin strains# of the
angles of twist of the cylinders, and of the buckle patterns of the skin.
The latter measurements, presented in reference ll in the form of contour
maps, are especially interesting because they a_e quite detailed; the
only other set of comparable measurements (reference 12) was much less
detailed.

The different types of measurementstaken an the ARLcylinders
required repeated loadings of the cylinders; this repeated loading may
have had someinfluence on the measured strains, angles of twist, and
ultimate loads (see discussion in section 9.10, Part I).

3.2. Bucklin5 of skin.- The buckling stress of the skin can be

determined by several methods, three of which are:

(1) Visual observation of skin panels

(2) Deviation of torque-twist curve from imitial straight llne

(3) Deviation of torque - stringer-stress curve from zero axis

(The ring stresses could also be used but are often much less reliable.)

The first method gives values of buckling stress for individual

panels. Because of manufacturing imperfections, these individual values

differ; the maximum deviations from the final mean value for an entire

cylinder are seldom less than ±5 percent, and deviations of ±15 percent

have been observed a number of times. The accuracy depends on whether

the buckles form slowly or suddenly.

The second and the third methods give automatically averaged values.

The second method averages over the entire cylirader surface; the third

method averages over the region that affects the strain gages.

For purposes of diagonal-tension design, average values are more

significant than individual values, except perhaps in extreme cases where

failure is expected at very low loading ratios fsay --!-w < 1.5_.
\ Tcr J

In the NACA tests of cylinders 1 to ll, no twist measurements were
made.

The stringer and ring stresses are shown in figures 27 and 28.

Inspection of the stringer stresses (and the ring stresses, if reliable)

shows that there is in general very close agreement between the calculated
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and the "observed" buckling stress. The largest discrepancy appears to
be for cylinder 7, where the observed stress is about 8 percent lower
than the calculated value.

For the ARL tests, reference ii tabulates average observed values
deduced from the visual observations. The following tabulation shows
the ratios of these observed stresses to the theoretical values:

Cylinder Ratio

14

15

19

2O

21

Average

1.06

1.15

.94

i .02

i .20

1.07

The ratios tabulated for cylinders 14 and 15 agree roughly with

similar ratios that could be deduced from the curves of stringer stress

(fig. 29). For cylinders 20 and 21_ the stringer stresses indicate

buckling stresses about 20 percent lower than the average values Seduced

from the visual observations; by this criterion_ the theoretical buckling

stress is roughly 20 percent unconservative for cylinder 20 and very close

for cylinder 21.

(Cylinder 19 does not appear in fig. 29 because it failed before any

stress measurements could be taken.)

Viewed as a whole, the test evidence appears to justify the conclusion

that the theoretical formula for buckling gives quite accurate (on the

average perhaps slightly conservative) values of the average buckling

stress, which determines the diagonal-tension effects. However, experi-

ence with flat sheets suggests that some modifications may be necessary

for panels with lower curvature than that in the test specimens (Part I,

section 9.1).

3.3. Stresses in stringers and rings.- Plots of the stresses in

stringers and rings are shown in figures 27 and 28 for the NACA cylinders.
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For the original group (cylinders 1 to 8; from reference lO), the range

from lowest to highest individual gage reading is also indicated for

stringer stress.

For cylinaers i to 8, the agreement between calculated and measured

stresses is reasonably satisfactory as long as the load is not too high,

except for the ring stresses of cylinders 2 and 4, which are so low as

to create the suspicion that the gages might not have been operating

properly. At high loads, the ring stresses show a tendency to increase

precipitately beyond the calculated values for cylinders i and 6. This

increase is analogous to that noted for upright stresses on plane-web

systems, but there are some unexplained anomalies. The precipitous

increase in ring stress would be expected to be accompanied by a corre-

sponding decrease in stringer stress (because the angle of diagonal tension

is expected to become steeper). Such a decrease of stringer stress is

noted only on cylinder i, not on cylinder 6. Conversely, cylinder 5

shows a decrease of stringer stress at high loads, but no corresponding

increase in ring stress.

The additional NACA cylinders 9 to 12 were designed to have the value

of one parameter well beyond the range of the previous tests, in an effort

to insure that the methods of analysis would not break down in such cases.

Cylinder 9 had only 4 stringers (longerons) and thus had panels long in

the circumferential direction _ = 3.16 ; moreover, the cylinder did not

comply with the restriction of close ring spacing <_ placed by

Wagner on this case, the ratio d/R being 0.5. Cylinder i0 had rings

floating on top of the stringers. In cylinder ii, the skin panels were

long in the axial direction, with an aspect ratio d/h equal to 4. This

test was considered important as a check on the validity of the cut-off

rule applied to the ratio d/h in the determination of the diagonal-

tension factor k (see fig. 13, Part I). Finally cylinder 12 had large

stiffening ratios in both directions (see table 7).

Inspection of figure 28 shows that 3 in this special group of tests,

the stress predictions were in some cases less accurate than in the

original group, but such errors as exist are on the conservative side.

Figure 29 shows the stringer stresses in the ARL cylinders. Except

for cylinder 15, the predictions are somewhat unconservative, contrary

to the tendency noted for the NACA cylinders.

3.4. Angle of folds.- According to the theory of incomplete diagonal

tension of Part I, the angle of diagonal tension in curved-web systems is

only a few degrees initially; as the load increases, the angle increases,

at first very rapidly, then at a decreasing rate, and approaches an angle
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somewherenear 45° as the shear stress increases indefinitely (see
fig. 28, Part I). In the limiting case of pure diagonal tension, the

skin buckles form a pattern of straight and parallel folds; the direc-

tion of these folds coincides with the direction of the diagonal tension.

Immediately after buckling, the buckle pattern cannot be described by

straight lines, _kud consequently, the term "angle of folds" has no

meaning. However, when the incomplete diagonal tension is reasonably

well developed, the pattern assumes such a shape that it may be said to

consist of straight folds.

On the ARL cylinders, the shape of the buckled skin was determined

by dial-gage surveys at several loads (reference ll); from the contour

maps, the angle of the folds can be established rather accurately. In

figure 30, these angles are plotted as test points; also shown is a

curve of the computed angle of diagonal tension. Furthermore, a vertical

line indicates the angle corresponding to a diagonal line running from

corner to corner in the panel. In all cases, the diagonal-tension field

is less than two-thirds fully developed (k < 0.67).

With two exceptions, the angle of folds is somewhat larger than the

angle of diagonal tension. The two exceptions (on cylinders 20 and 21)

appear to indicate a phenomenon also observed qualitatively in some NACA

tests: The angle of the folds stops increasing when it has reached the

corner-to-corner direction. The differences between angles of folds and

angles of diagonal tension do not appear to bear any relation to the

differences between measured and calculated stringer stresses on any

cylinder; it is therefore not obvious at present that any practical sig-

nificance attaches to the phenomenon.

3.5. Angle of twist.- Measurements of the angle of twist were made

on NACA cylinder 12. Figure 31 shows the measured and the computed angles.

The discrepancies that may be noted can be explained qualitatively as

follows:

At torques Just beyond the critical value, the computed twists are

too large because the theory assumes that the flattening to the polygon

cross section takes place instantaneously on buckling. At torques high

enough to bring the skin into the plastic region, the computed twists

are too low because the plasticity correction factor (fig. 22(b) of

Part I) holds good only for plane-web systems. In curved-web systems,

the angle _ is usually much lower and the stress distribution is less

uniform than in plane systems; both these considerations indicate that

the plasticity correction factor for curved systems should deviate more

from unity than that for plane systems.

There appears to be no practical need for high accuracy in the

calculation of twists in the plastic range; the problem of improving the
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agreement in this range may therefore be regarded as academic. In the
region of practical interest, the agreement maybe considered as satis-
factory except perhaps for torques just beyond the buckling value.
However, the evidence discussed in the next section makes it appear
somewhatdubious at present that such satisfactory agreement will always
be found.

3.6. Effects of repeated buckling.- Section 9.10 of Part I quotes

experimental evidence that repeated buckling, even at nominal stresses

well within the elastic range, will produce a significant lowering of

the buckling stress (presumably because of the formation of "plastic

hinge lines") and discusses some of the probable effects on strength

predictions.

In order to obtain some more information on this problem, a duplicate

of NACA cylinder 12 was built and designated cylinder 12a. This cylinder

was loaded 63 times to a torque of 660 inch-kips, or 68 percent of the

failing load of cylinder 12 (corresponding closely to the limit load).

Readings were taken at the first and second loading, and thereafter at

loading numbers which were powers of two. The sixty-fourth loading was

carried to failure of the cylinder. Very marked differences were found

between the first and the second set of stress readings; after that,

however, the readings remained constant or differed only by very small

amounts well within the test accuracy. The twist readings increased

slightly, but even here, the largest difference between the second and

the last loading (about 4 × lO -4 radians) was not much larger than the

possible test error.

Figure 32 shows the stringer and the ring stresses during the first

and the last loading. The buckling stress, judged by the appearance of

these stresses, is lowered to less than one-half the original value. As

a result, the stringer s_resses at the last loading show a marked differ-

ence from those at the first loading at torques near the original buckling

torque. On a relative basis, the same observation holds true for the

ring stresses, but the differences are insignificant for the rings on an

absolute basis. As the torque is increased in the last loading, the

differences decrease again on a percentage basis; at torques equal to

about three times the original buckling torque, the s_resses in the last

loading are again about the same as in the first loading.

Figure '32 shows also the computed curve of stringer stress, based

on the theoretical buckling stress. If a similar curve based on the

lowered buckling stress were computed for the second and subsequent

loadings, the curve would move down and would have a smaller slope. The

curve drawn through the test points for the last loading, on the other

hand, has a steeper slope. It must be concluded, then, that it is not

possible in general to make reliable stress predictions for a prebuckled
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cylinder simply by using the experimental buckling stress in the cal-
culations; in the case under consideration here, the predicted stresses
would be roughly twice as large as the true stresses at high torques.
This conclusion_ of course, applies primarily in the range of low loading

( J_-- < 3), because the calculated stresses becomemore andratios say Tcr
more independent of the buckling stress as the loading ratio increases.

The actual stresses during subsequent loadings are about the sameas
those found on first loading, as noted previously, when the torque is more
than about three times the original (or theoretical) buckling torque.
This behavior is quite similar to that deduced by theory for a "flat"
plate with initial eccentricity under compressive load (reference 13).
It suggests that, for a cylinder intended to fail at a torque more than
three times the theoretical buckling torque, the stresses near the
ultimate load could be predicted by simply disregarding the fact that
prebuckling has lowered the buckling stress. It is an open question,
however, whether such a procedure would always give good results. The
particular cylinder under consideration here shows, for instance, a much
more gradual break in the torque-twist curve than the other cylinders
for which such curves are available; it may therefore not be sufficiently
typical.

Figure 33 shows the twist of cylinder 12a for the first and the last
loading. The computed curve, valid for the first loading only, shows
that the repeated torque was sufficiently high to bring the skin into
the plastic region. As a result, there was a permanent set of about
5 × 10-3 radians after the first loading, with no significant additional
set thereafter. In order to facilitate comparison of the slopes of the
curves, the twist for the last loading is plotted with zero twist as
origin; thus, the total twist at a torque of 660 inch-kips during the
last loading is actually more, not less, than the corresponding twist
during the first loading.

The figure indicates that the stiffness of the cylinder (as measured
by the slope of the torque-twist curve) was considerably decreased in the
low-load range by the previous loadings; at loads higher than the original
buckling loads, however_ it is somewhatgreater. The remarks made con-
cerning the possibilities of calculating the effects of prebuckling on
the stringer stresses apply also to the calculation of the twist angles.

Figure 34 shows the observed and calculated twist curves for the
ARLcylinders. Cylinder 14 was subjected to three loadings as indicated
in the figure in order to obtain data on buckling before the final test
run. Cylinder 15 was subjected to a first run for buckling tests, a
semifinal run and a final run. Cylinders 20 and 21 were subjected to
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one run before the final test. No significant effects of the "buckling

runs" appear to have been observed} only the semifinal run on cylinder 15

produced large aftereffects, as shown in the fi_ere. The difference

between the curves for the semifinal and the final run is of the same

nature as on NACA cylinder 12a (fig. 33). The predicted twist angles

are too small in all cases by about 40 percent at torques well above

the buckling value.

Figure 35 shows the twist curves for two cylinders reported in refer-

ence 12. These cylinders were used for extensive strain measurements,

first under bending, then under torsional loads; the cylinders were thus

subjected to many loads far beyond the buckling load. Three computed

curves are shown; one is based on the theoretical buckling stress, one,

on the experimental buckling stress quoted in the reference, and one,

on pure diagonal tension. In the upper part of the load range, the

measured angles of twist are larger than those computed, even when the

condition of pure diagonal tension is assumed to exist throughout the

load range. (It might be mentioned that a conservative estimate of the

angle of twist cannot be obtained with certainty by simply assuming that

a state of pure diagonal tension exists. When the diagonal tension is

Just beginning to develop, the angle _ is very small) under this con-

dition, the shear stiffness is very small, in spite of the low stresses

in stringers and rings, and may be less than the stiffness that would

exist if the diagonal tension were fully developed at the same torque.)

No satisfactory explanation of the discrepancies between calculated

and observed angles of twist can be offered at present. All the cylinders

for which twist data are shown in figures 34 and 35 failed at such low

values of nominal shear stress that plasticity could account for only a

very minor part of the discrepancy. Previous loading undoubtedly affected

the cylinders of reference 12, and the final test on ARL cylinder 15.

It is uncertain, however, whether the other ARL tests were seriously

affected by the buckling test run. Furthermore, the discrepancies do

not decrease at higher torque loads, as they did in NACA cylinder 12a

in agreement with the theoretical behavior of a nearly flat plate.

There are some possible explanations other than prebuckling effects.

In the ARL cylinders, the stringers were outside of the cylinder. Thus,

the skin is hanging on the rivets, and as soon as the cross section assumes

the polygon shape, large tensile forces on the rivets arise. These forces

lead to dishing-in of the sheet around the rivets, which is equivalent to

producing slack. It is not known whether this effect is of sufficient

magnitude to explain the discrepancies.

In the cylinders of reference 12, the rings were floating on top of

the cylinders. In the reference, a rather large amount of discussion is

devoted to the fact that the stringers produced local squashing of the
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rings; the author of the reference considered this effect to be suffi-

ciently important to make an allowance for it in his stress calculations,

based on the measured magnitude of the local deformations. Unfortunately,

no details of these calculations are given in the reference. Local

squashing of the rings facilitates radial inward displacements of the

stringers and is therefore equivalent to an increase of ring hoop strain.

In order to obtain some idea of whether this effect could explain the

discrepancies, calculations were made on the arbitrary assumption that

only the webs of the rings acted in hoop compression. The results of

these calculations agreed fairly well with the test results for cylinder 3;

for cylinder 4, the agreement was also much improved.

The discussions of this section may be summarized as follows:

It is obvious that the experimental evidence on the effect of pre-

vious buckling is too scanty to yield useful information. Previous

buckling may lower the buckling stress markedly for subsequent loadings;

when this happens, the stiffener stresses and the angles of twist will

be increased markedly for torques near the original buckling torque.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to predict quantitatively how much

the buckling stress will be lowered, nor is it possible to calculate the

stresses with any degree of accuracy even though the lowered buckling

stress is known. There are indications, kowever, that a lowering of the

buckling stress caused by previous buckling may not affect the predictions

of ultimate strength seriously if the ratio T/Tcr at failure is more

than 2 or 3.

In the ARL cylinders, the first buckling test runs apparently pro-

duced no discernible lowering of the buckling stress. If this observation

is accepted at face value, the discrepancies between observed and calcu-

lated angles of twist indicate that the theoretical shear modulus for

curved webs in incomplete diagonal tension may be unreliable. Other

possible explanations for the discrepancies may exonerate the theory,

but more adequate test data are needed to clarify the issue.

4. Ultimate Strength

4.1. Web strength.- All predictions di_scussed in this section are
made in a manner similar to that used for flat webs: The basic allowable

shear stress is corrected to typical material properties, and an increase

of i0 percent is added to allow for the cl'=_.mping effect of tight rivets.

The actual strengths are then expected to range from 1.0 to 1.2 times the

predicted strength (scatter band of the tests on flat webs in pure shear).

The ratios of actual to predicted fai_ing loads for the NACA cylinders

are shown in the last column of table 8. _ost values are in parentheses,
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however, to indicate that, according to the calculations, the web failure
was secondary (forced crippling of the stringers being the primary fail-

ure). Thus, there are only two clear cases of web failure, with ratios

of 1.08 and 1.O!. However, two of the other four webs which ruptured

in the tests also developed ratios larger than unity.

Additional evidence is furnished by the tests reported in refer-

ence 14. The test specimens included two cylinders and i0 beams with

curved webs of 24S-T alloy. The webs were of construction similar to

that of the cylinders; they comprised one-third of the circumference of

the cylinder and were provided with steel flanges in order to be able to

act as beams. The rings were formed Z-sections or angles inside the

curved web. The stringers were extruded angles outside the web. In a

subsequent series of i0 tests (not published), rings and stringers were

rectangular bars symmetrical about the skin.

In these two test series, 8 web failures occurred. In the first

series, 4 webs failed at ratios of 1.01, 1.18, i.ii, and 1.17. In the

second series, 4 webs failed at ratios of 1.17, 1.08, 1.07, and i.ii.

The difference in construction apparently had no effect on the strength

developed, All the ratios fall in the expected range; the average ratio

is i.ii, close to the expected average.

Four tests were available on curved-web systems of Alclad 24S-T3

alloy. The radii were 20 and 30 inches; hat-section stringers were

inside, hat-section rings, outside of the web. The ratios of actual to

predicted failing load ranged from 0.93 to 0.96; the predictions were

thus from 7 to 4 percent unconservative. One of these failures (with a

ratio 0.94) may be disregarded, because the failure was not in the curved

web under test, but in the adjacent structure. The allowable stresses

were based on typical material properties because the actual ones were

not given; some possibility exists, therefore, that lower material prop-

erties might be partly responsible for the unconservative predictions.

It is believed, however, that the main reason was inadequate stiffness

of the edge flanges (corner angles). The flange-flexibility factors _d

were estimated to be about 3.2 for two specimens and about 1.6 for the

third specimen which failed in the curved web. The configuration of the

specimens was such that a quantitative evaluation is not justified) quali-

tatively, however, the estimates indicate that the edge flanges were

sufficiently flexible to produce stress concentrations that would account

for the unconservativeness of the predictions.

4.2. Stringer failure.- Table 8 lists the torques TFC at which

failure of the NACA cylinders is predicted to occur as the result of

forced crippling. Comparison of these torques with those predicted to

cause web rupture shows that stringer failure is held responsible for

most of the cylinder failures.
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The ratio of actual to predicted failing torque, shown in the next-
to-the-last column of table 8, averages 1-29 and ranges from 0.98 to
1.70. (The value 0.98 for cylinder I is s<_mewhatquestionable because
the load was in doubt; see section 3.1.) _or plane-web systems with
single upr[6i_ts, predictions for forced _-rippling give an average ratio
of about 1.25, ranging from 1.O to 1.5, a_%dthe scatter band for double
uprights appears to be about the same. [t may be concluded that the
formulas for forced crippling derived from tests on plane-web systems
are applicable to curved systems but that <he width of scatter band is
somewhatlarger and the average conservatism of prediction, somewhat
higher.

Notable is the result for cylinder 9, which had 4 longerons con-
sisting of two angles each (fig. 24). Although these angles had legs
0.119 inch thick, while the skin was O.O2h_ inch thick, failure by forced
crippling of the longerons was predicted to precede web rupture by a
margin of 8 percent. The test log notes enly web rupture and does not
mention indications of distress of the iG_erons before failure. In
view of this test observation, it should perhaps be regarded as an open
question whether the formula for forced crippling is reliable at such a

.) .
Following a suggestion made by Moore _nd Wescoat (reference Ii),

flat-end column tests were made for the stringers of NACA cylinders i

to 8. Each column consisted of two Z-sections riveted together and had

an (actual) length equal to the ring spaci_ng; three specimens were tested

of each configuration. For cylinders 3, _ and 7, which displayed no

web failures, it was found that the calc_l_ted (average) stringer

stresses _ST at failure were only 64, 69, and 70 percent, respectively,

of the flat-end column stress. "It will he noted in figure 27(a) from

comparison with the measured values tha_ _e calculated stress aST is

fairly accurate for cylinders 3 and 4, and somewhat conservative for

cylinder 7. It must be concluded, then, that the flat-ended column stress
is not a reliable criterion of the stress at which a stringer will fail.

The suggestion made by Moore and Wesc.oat was based on the analysis

of the stringer failures in their (ARL) cylinders 14, 20, and 21. A

comparative analysis of these failures has been made by three methods as

indicated by the following scheme:

Method Applied stringer stress Allowable stress

A

B

Measured, upper edge of scatter band

Calculated" (also measured, Lower edge of

scatter band)

Calculated

Flat-end column

Flat-end column

Forced crippling
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The scatter of the measured stresses may be seen in figure 29. The
results obtained by the three methods are as follows:

Ratio of actual to predicted failing
Method torque for cylinder -

14 20 21

A

B

C

1.0

.78

i .16

1.26

i. ii

1.01

1.O

.80

1.21

The ratios obtained by method A show that the stresses actually

carried by the stringers were equal to, or somewhat higher than, the

flat-end column stresses. Method B gives unconservative predictions

for two cylinders, but the blame can obviously be placed on the fact

that the stresses calculated by _he theory of incomplete diagonal tension

are too low. Moore and Wescoat were therefore Justified in concluding

that 3 for these tests, the flat-end column stresses could be used as a

criterion for predicting cylinder failure. Unfortunately, the subse-

quent NACA tests discussed previously show that this conclusion may not

be generalized.

Method C is the method of forced-crippling analysis as given in

Part I and as applied to the NACA cylinders. This method gives con-

servative strength predictions for the ARL cylinders in spite of the

fact that the predictions of stringer stress are unconservative. This

success of the formula for forced crippling in spite of the unconservatlve

stress prediction can possibly be explained by the inverted _-section

used for the ARL stringers. The formula for forced crippling is based

on tests of angle-, Z-, and J-section stiffeners. The inverted _-section

is probably less susceptible to forced crippling than the other sections

because the portion directly attached to the cylinder skin is very

narrow and has both edges supported.

The test evidence available to date may be summarized as follows:

The assumption that the stringers of a torsion cylinder will fail at the

same stress as a corresponding flat-end column gives satisfactory

strength predictions for the ARL cylinders, but unconservative predictions

for the NACA cylinders. The assumption that the stringers fall by forced

crippling gives consea-vative predictions for the ABL as well as the NACA

cylinders; these predictions show a somewhat wider scatter band than those

for plane-web systems and are thus somewhat more conservative on the

average.
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4.3. Ring failure.- In many of the test specimens discussed in

this paper the rings were deliberately designed overstrength in order

to preclude their failure; thus, little information on the subject of

ring failure is available at present.

Among the tests of reference 14_ the failures of two cylinders were

"attributed to general instability; the ratios of actual to predicted

failing load were i.i0 and 1.25. Also attributed to general instability

were the failures of two curved webs (15-in. radius) at ratios of 1.08

and 1.5.

Reference 15 reports results obtained in a series of tests made in

the process of developing a fuselage design. All the failures were

caused by local collapse of the ring at the place where it was notched

in order to let a stringer pass through. Information is also given on

the gain in strength obtained by clips and by additional rings acting

as continuous clip angles. The information is difficult to evaluate,

however, chlefIy because the material is not specified.

4.4. Riveting.- In several reports on development tests of cylinders

simulating fuselages with cut-outs, premature failures were reported on

flush rivets. The rivets pulled through the sheet, a fact which indicates

the necessity of applying some criterion for tensile strength. The

reports are not sufficiently detailed to permit quantitative evaluation.

5. Combined Torsion and Compression

5.1. Test specimens.- A series of tests on cylinders in combined

torsion and compression is reported in reference 16. The cylinders were

designed to fail as the result of forced crippling of the stringers when

loaded in pure torsion. The construction and nominal dimensions of the

cylinders are shown in figure 36; the test setup is shown in figure 26.

The material was 24S-T3 aluminum alloy. Clip angles (not shown in

fig. 36) were used to connect the stringers to the rings. The actual

dimensions are given in the following tabulation:

Cylinder

1

2

3
4

5

(it. )

0.0253
.0260
.02_
.0250
.024-8

AST

(sq in.)

0.0925

.0916

.0918

.0915

.0915

ARG

(sq in.)

0.291

.254

.254

.257

.257
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5.2. Stresses.- Stresses were measured on three stringers

(120°apart) at the gage locations shown in figure 37. The average

from all 36 gages is plotted in figure 37 against applied load. No

significant variation of stress either across the section or along the

length of a Stringer was noted until rather high loads were reached.

As thc failin_ load was appro_cied_ the stresses _n the free fl_mnges of

the stringers stopped i_creasing and then started to decrease; the

stresses in the stringer webs correspondingly increased at a more and

more rapid rate.

Detailed calculations for two of the cylinders are given in sec-

tion 13 of Part I in the form of numerical examples. Figure 37 shows

systematic discrepancies between observed and calculated stresses at

loads Just above the buckling value• They arise from the fact that the
use of the K_rm_n-Sechler formula for effective width results in a sudden

increase in calculated stress just beyond the buckling load, whereas the

actual stresses show no such sudden increase• However, at loads more

than about twice the buckling load, the agreement between observed and

calculated stresses is very satisfactory•

5.3. Ultimate strength.- The ultimate loads and the corresponding

load ratios are shown in the following tabulation:

Cylinder

Tult

(in.-kips)

388.o
0

255.9

129.6
3o3.0

Pult

(kips)

0

42.o
26.4
34.6

13.5

RTult

1.00

0

•581

.334
•781

RCult

0

1.00

•629
.825
•322

Figure 38 shows the load ratios plotted for comparison with the inter-

action curve proposed for design used in Part I. It may be seen that

the curve is slightly conservative.

At the failing load, the stringer stress in cylinder i (pure torsion)
was calculated as 20.6 ksi and measured as 20.2 ksi. Tested as a flat-

end column of the same length as the ring spacing, the stringer failed at

a stress of 26.7 ksi (average of six tests). The flat-end column test is

therefore an unconservative method of estimating the failing stress in

this case, as it was for other NACA cylinders (section 4.2).

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va., Jsnuary 22_ 1952
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Beam h e h U %

in.) i_.) (in.)

I-&O-LD _0.O 38._ 0.OL,:5

I-_O-2D 40•0 38.6 •0425

1.40-&D 41.4 38•6 •0392

I-&O-4De 41.4! 38.6 •0390

I-_O-_Dt 41. _ 38.6 .0390

I-_O-_Dc 41.4 38.6 .0390

1-25-ID 25.0 23.9 .0102

1-29-2D 25.0 23.9 .0105

1-29-3D 29.0 23.9 •0116

I-LW)-4D 25.0 23.9 .0153

1-29-5_ 29.0 23.9 .0190

1-29-6D 25.0 23.9 .0162

1-25-7D 25.0 23.9 .0402

II-_)-IS 24.3 23.3 .0269

II-e�-2S 24.3 23.3 .0265

II-29-3S 24.3 23.3 .0224

II-29-_8 24.3 23.3 .0257

II.L_-).�B 2k• 3 23.3 .o249

II-29-6B 24.3 23.3 .02_

II-29-78 24.3 23.3 .o2_B

II-_9-8_ 2_.3 23.3 .02L_

II-25-96 24.3 23.3 •02_5

III-29-18 24.3 23.3 .o21o

III-25-_ 24.3 23.3 .0208

III-29-38 24.3 23.3 .0395

III-25-4D 2_. 3 23.3 .0206

III-25-98 2_.3 23.3 .0204

III-25-6D 2_.3 23.3 .0299

III-25-TDI 24.3 23.3 •0303

III. 25-8S 24.3 23.3 .0206

IV-72-1D 73.7 64.3 .1237

IV-72-_ 73.7 64.3 -1219

IV-72-3D 73.7 64.3 .1227

IV-72-hS 73.7 6_.3 •1239

aFlmnges of

bSee figure

TA_E i.- PROPERTIES OF TEST _ SERIES I to IV

_ _e
(tn.) (.q in.) (.q in.)

10.O: 0.3!_ ] o•33_ 1o•79')

lO. o .384 .384 .903

m. o • 384 .384 .49o

2o. 0 • 353 • 353 .45&

2o. o •353 •353 .45_

20•0 .353 .353 .45_

lO.0 •123 .123 1.206

_o.o •123 .123 i •586

I0.O .Ii0 .ii0 ! .952

i0.0 .ilk •114 i •747

20•0 .269 .269 I .897

20.0 .206 .296 .635

i0.0 .101 . i01 •252

20.0 .212 0955 ._oo

20.0 .195 .07561 .368

iO•0 .153 .0776 .684

_o. o .12_ .o6_o .471

i0• 0 .19 _, • 07_0 . 778

20.0 .212 .0955 ._27

20.0 .lO8 •c&o7 •217

i0.0 .109 .0_27 ._39

i0.o .156 •0795 •637

_0.0 .105 .039_ .2_9

i0.0 .i08 .0376 •517

i0•0 .i08 .0371 .273

i0.0 •136 .136 .699

lO.C .102 .0_79 .496

15.0! .i07 •107 •242

15.01 .i00 .i00 •220

i0.0_ .152 .071_2 .741

18.0 .762 .762 I .342

18.0 L137 .371 i .518

18.0 i. 176 i. 176 • 533

18.0 I. 092 .417 ._90

all othersI-hO and IV-72 beams arm steel;

9(a)•

!
AUe p

(in.)

0.795 0.7.56

•903 .49O

• 490 .490

.49_ .351

.49_ .351

.454 .351

1. 206 .232

.986 • 232

•952

•747

•897

.635

.252

.18o

.1_3

•3_6

.249 .314 .....

.297 •377 .....

•192 .309 .....

.o82o ._2 .....

• 172 .611 .....

.324 .358 .....

• o8_3 ._1 .....

.181 .556 .....

.09ko .556 .....

.699 .231 .765

.235 .318 .....

.2_2 .283 I. 23

.220 .221 1.44

.360 .359 .....

.3_2 .59_} 2.08

.1691. 110 .....

• 9392.39

•' 187533 1. 618 .....

are 2hS-T alloy•

Fl_nges

(2Zs)
"_- (in.) a*i
ss

(.)

o.:o_:2 × 2 × _ 0.84 I

.52212 X 2 x _ ._

._72 3 x 3 x _6 1.20

•9_5 3 x 3 x i_ 1.20

_61. 20

.832 3 x 3 x 1.2o

1.98 3 x 3 x I_

.665 2x 2x_ .98i

.731_'2 x 2 x _ 1.97!

.167 .7762 x 2 × 1_ 1.02

.182 .770 2 x 2 x _6 1.O9

• 2_7 .320 2 x 2 x 1_6 2•lh

.241 .805 2 x 2 x 1_ 2,19

.291 1.63 2 x 2 x _6 1.38

•309 ..... 2 x 2 x I'_ 2.52

_07.....2.2 x{ 236!

•357 ..... 2 x 2x I_ 1.20

2x 2x_ _i.17

2X2Xk 1.2_

2x2x32.46

2x2x_ 2.32

2 x 2 x hl 1.16

2x2x 3 1.23

2x2×_ 2.18

2X2X k 1.16

1

2X2X_ 1.27

3'
2 x 2 x --, i. 16

16i

1 1.o8
2x2×_

2 x 2 x i_ 1.91

2 x 2 x_6 1.92

2x2x_ 1.09

(b) ._0

(b) .6o

(b) .60

(b) .60

Material

Web Upright

24S-T 2&S-T

2hS-T 2h_-T

2_-T 24S-T

2_8-T 248-T

2_S-T 24S-T

24S-T 24S-T

24S-T 24S-T

2_S-T 2_S-T

ITS-T 2hS-T

2_S-T 2_S-T

2kS-T 2&S-T

2_S-T 2hS-T

248-T 24S-T

2_S-T 2_S-T

24S-T 2_,S-T

2_S-T 2_-T

2_8-I 2_g-T

2_8-T 2_S-T

21_S-T 2kS-T

2_-T 24S-T

2_S-T 2_S-T

2hS-T 24S-T

Alclad 75S-T Alcla_[ 75S-T

Alclad 7DS-T Alclad 7_S-T

AlclaA 7_S-T Alclad 79S-T

Alclacl 79S-T Alclad 75S-T

Alcl_d 79S-T Alclad 75S-T

Alclad 75S-T Alclad 7_S-T

Alcla& 75S-T Alclad 79S-T

Alclad 75S-T Alcls_ 75S-T

24S-T 2_S-T

2_S-T 2_S-T

2hS-T 2_S-T

2hS-T 24S-T
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TABLE 5-- DIMENSIONS, TEST DATA, AND RESULTS FOR

248-T ALUM]_UM-ALLOY SHEAR WEBS

o t b L cr P g /_- (ksi)

2 2

3 2
I

5 z

6 2

7 i

8 1

9 z

1_ I 5/16, I z

0.0_09

.04].3

.o384

.0414

.0414

.0391

.o391

.0_12

.0_13

.0_13

.0585

.0381.

•039]-
.0412

.01.07

.o39o

.o396

.o1.o8

.ok12

5.0 51.25

5 .O 51.25

5.0 9Z .25

5.0 5]-.25

9.0 51.25

5.0 51.29

5-0 51.25

5.0 9]-.25

5-0 51-25

5.0 51.25

5.o 51.25

5.o 51.29

5.0 51.25

5.o _]-.29
9 .o 5]-.25

5 .o 5]-.25

5-o 51.25

5 .o 5]-.25

_.25

k _ 0.017

31.6 72.76

3]- .2 70.25

31.6 71 .oo
31.6 68.1.o

31.2 70.00

3].-2 65.2o

31.6 72 ,oo

3]- .6 72.7o

31-6 69.10

31.2 65.40

31.2 66.2o

3]-.2 67.1.0

31.6 72 .00

31.6 68.80

31.2 63.6o

31.3 69.00
3]. .6 7]_.8o

31.6 ' 72.80

k : o.3_

31..85

31. .6o

35.7o

33.6o

32 .I_o

31,.90

32.6_

3_-_
31.. _

32.70

33.15
_ ._5

34 -3o

33 .to
32 ._o
32 .co

34: 31,

1 • iO0

1.095 I .OeO I 69.60
1.1/,5 I .030 1 70.07

i.O62 I .012 I 69.60

1.026 I .002 _ 69.60

1.120 I .(Y22 I 70.07
1-047 i .012 I 7O.07

_,o8_I .o]._I 6.9,6o
1.09"2 I .J20 i 69.60

1.039 .OO8 69.60

1.063 .012 7O .O7

1.079 .o16 TO .o7

i .079 .0].6 70.07

1.089 .018 69.60

]-.048 .012 69.60

1.1(Y2 .020 70.07

]..o87 .o18 70.07

1.09"2 .020 69.60

1.098 .020 69.60

.%--
.00

.90

.85

-50

.20

.50

.70

.90

,9O

29.30 I 39,].0

29-75 [ 1.3.3o
29.75 _ 43.30

3o.55 ] 1._.3o

29.50 I _2.8o

3o._2 ] _.7o

30.1o I 1.8.20

30.72 I _9.20

_5.<9  9.6 TTE-.-.; 31..5
/5.0 151.2_ 5.5]. 6_.4 '_ 31.0 _.621.35 3 69.6 127-5 33.9

/5.0 153-.25 5.07 6__ _6.U. I .37 I 70.Z I 27._- 33.8

|5.o I 51.25 9.71 62.4 29.5 I 5-]-7 1 .34 I 69.6 I 26.3 32,5

15-o 15].,_5 5,7o 6_.7_94 15._2 1 "_ i 69"6 1 26.5 32"5

15,0 151.25 5,7o 58,z _7.6 14.B1.I ,33 I 69.6 12_.6 30.2
|5,0 151,25 5,m _,_ _9._ 15,69 1 ,36 170,z 125_.7 3_,4
|5.o 151.25 5.03 59.3 29.8 I_.9_ I .37 1 7o.i 126.3 35-1
15.0 151.25 5.55 60.i 29.0 5 "22 I .3_ I 69.6 I 25-8 34.3

19,o 15].,25 5,70 _3 28,_ _31 .33 169.6 125.1 33.415o 91.25 5.09 58.1 29.0 5 .69 I .36 I 7o.z I 25"7 37-3

15-O 151.25 1 4.93 58.4 29.7 6.02 1 -37 1 70.1 I 26 .2 38.1

15A6 I ]. I .o4_ /5.o 151._5 5.6_ 61.1 29.1 5.].7 I .34169.6 1_5.9 37.7

33 1 5/].6I l I ,041319,0 15]-,25 9,70 59,_ 2S._._ I .33 169.6 125.1 36.6
34 _3/S I 2 l .o38419.o 51.25 4-91 54.8 27.9 5.68 { .36 1 70.1 1 24.7 39.9

39 I 3/8 I z I .o3_915.o 151,29] 5,03 95,_7,7 5,51 I .35 1 70,i 1 21.,5 39.3
58.6 _Sn. %03 _ .3_ I 69.6 1 25-i 39.9

_6 I _Z8 I i I .o_]-o15,o 15]-,29I 5.59
97.2 27 -7 5.05 69.6 24 -7 39_L%

_ o.55

0.0 6 I 6.0 0.59 70.2 21..3
39 I i/4 l 2 l .0265 6.0 1_9.63 1 1.61 139.5 { 30.0 I 18.6 .56 | 70.2 26.9 139.4 I

_o I z/4 I 1 I ._6]. 6.0 1_.9.63 I z.6]. I 39.]- I 3o.t I 1_7 ._ / 70.2 26.6 f 35.6 I
1.I I 5/16 1 1 1 .o_63 I 6.0 1_9.63 I ]..61 1 37.2 I 28.4 ! 17.6 I .55 1 69.7 25.3 I 36.8 !

•o'265 6.0 1.61 16.5 ._ 69.7 23.7

aActual tensile strength of material.

bStreesee corrected to oul t = 62 ksl.
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TABLE 6.- DIMENSIONS, TEST DATA, AND F_SULTS FOR

ALCLAD 75S-T ALUMINUM-ALLOY SitAR W_BS

d Rows
/ of t

s;_,.-_ (_.) i h°z_ (in.)
L

8

9
i0

ii

12

13

14

b

(1_.)

L i
k I" 0.057

-3-A-g- _-[-?_.o I 5_..25 31.2 77.6 _.8

1/4 2 | .0390 [ 5.0 j 51.25 31.2 81.0 aO.6

_o .3

i/_ 1 | .0393 5.o 51.25 31.2 81.o "_9/16 2 I .0390 9.o 51.29 31.2 83.6 41

9/16 i | .0390 I 5"0 51.25 31.2 81.0 LO.

3/8 2 I .0390 5.0 51.25 31.2 78.6 39.3

3m 1 I .os_T 5.0 I 5_.25I3_.2 183.5 I_._

k _0.40

i 2 0o3 I 50 I 12515o5 736

1/_. I 2 .0383 1 5.0 51.25 j /_.88 66.8 34.1

i/_ I i -0396 ! 5.0 91.25 5.21 71.2 35-1

5/16 I 2 I .O39O '_ 5.0 , 51.25 5.05 69.0 34.6

5116 I i i .0389 i 5.o 51.25 5.02 68.6 3_.4

3/u J 2 _ .0386 5.0 51.25 _.98 68.1 3_.5

_/8 I 1 I .0396 5-0 i 51"25 5 '_ 70.2 34.6
i

0.0201 i 5.0

.c_205 ! 5.0

.o496 112.o

•o5o0 !2.0
•0489 12.0

.o2_ 6.o

.0204 5.0

.0"203 5 .o

.O203 5.0

•0239 6.0

.0241 6.0

.0_89 [12.0

.02_4 r 6.0

.0202 '_ 5.0

.o2o_ i 5.0

.o20k 5.0

.o_6 12 .o

.ok91 112-0

.o_97 !12 .o

•o_93 112"0
•0207 5 .o

.0203 5.0

.o486 1_ .o

•o_95 I12.o

.Oh_ 112 .o

.o485 12.0

•0239 6.0

Tcr Tg T n, , qt I (ksl) (kSt)
L I p k (ke_)(in.)I(_) I(_.) (_) -_ }

cr _ (a) / Correcte_

(_)

k = 0.59

1.39 135: 1.42 36.0 a_

1.6187.5
1.61 82.1 j 33.1

Z.56 78-0 32.1

z.61 _2.4 39.2

1._2 35.1 34.7

1.42 3_.i 37.8

1.42 34.8 _4.5

Z.61 37.8 3L.8
1.61 _8.8 _2._

1.56 75.7 31.2
1.61 38.4 3!.7

1._ 35.0 3_.9

l.u2 34.2 33.8

].41 39.o 38.5

1.56 80.6 33.9

1.56 91.6 37.7

1.61 89.3 36.3

1 3.o1.43 39.0

i._2 33.8 33[6

1.56 71.2 29.9

1.56 72.0 29.3

1.56 7_.3 30.7

1.56 71.8 29.9

1.61 I 35"4 29.8

1.2_ o.o50

1.30129
1.3_ i .o651
1.3o .o_
1.26 .O9O
1.32 .060

6.74

6.$5
6.86

6.9_

6.63

.39

.39

.tin

.39

78.6 _5.o ] _3.8

78.6 {7.2 I 49.6

78.6 36.9 t 49.2

78.6 _._ _ 55.7

78.6 _7._ 1 5 _-1

78.6 36.0 [ 57-7

78.6 _7 "b 1 6o.2

15 3/16 2
16 3/16 2
17 3/16 2
18 3/16 2

19 3/16 2
e0 3/16 I 2

21 zA I 2

23 2

2_ 1# 2

2627 1

28 5/16 1
29 5/16 1

30 15/16
31 5/16 {
]2 5/16 1
33 5/16 z

5/16 1
35 3/8 1
36 s/8 1

37 3/8 z
38 3/8 I z
39 3/8 l 1

3/8 1

_1 3/8 l I

5z.25

49.68

49.68

49.68

49.68

%9.68

_9.68

£9-68

49.68

_9.68

£9.68

_9.68

_9.68

_9-68

_9.68

_9.68

_9._

_9.68

_9.68

_9.68

_9.68

_9.68

_9.68

_9-68

_9-68

_9.68

_9.68

o.41 78.6 3_.8 I 41.5
._0 78.6 31.2 I 41._
• 39 78.6 _2.1 1 _2.8

78.6 31.7 1 46.0

78.6 31.5 1 45.9

78.6 _1.6 I 90.5

78.6 _1.7 I 50.8

25.6 0:6_25.0

20.5

_o.6 ._21.8

_.5 .6o

26.7 ._2_.6

19.7 .57

2o.1 .57

20.0 -57

19.7 .57

?_.6 ._
23.8

27221.4

2_.i .6O

22.5 ._21,7
26.6 .61

23.7 .59

18.9 .57

18.8 .57

19.7 I .57
19-2 _ .57

18.5 1 .56
i

79.6 32.1 ! 39.5

79.6 32"O 1 39.1'
79.9 32.1 39-5

79.9 29.9 36.7

78.9 29,3 36.1

70.8 35.8 _.1
79.6 31.3 41.7

79.6 34.5 _6.o

79.6 31.2 41.6

70.8 32 .3 43.0

70.8 32.9 _3.9

78.9 28 -5 37.9

68.8 33.1 _8.2

79-6 31.6 45.8

79.6 30.6 _ ._

T9-6 34.9 50.7

78 -9 30.6 _._

79.9 34.0 4-9.3

79.9 32.7 z_7.6

79-9 3O .6 _*&._

79-1 3_.7 55.4

79.1 30.6 49.O

78.1 27 .2 43-5

78.1 27-1 43-3

78.1 28.3 45-3

78.1 _7._ I _.2
68.8 31.3 50.0

42 I 3/16
1'3 _3/16
A& _/16

49 1/4

_6 _/_
47 9/16

3/8
aActual tensile strength of materlsl.

bstresses corrected to _ult = 72 ksi.

k _o.7_

2 0.0243 112.0 _9.63 i 0.403 40.5
2 .0213 12.0 _9-63 .29O 33.9

2 .0214 ,12.0 i 49.6% .79% I 30-6

2 .0241 : i2.0 49.63 j .ko3 [ 35.41 .o2b,1 11_2.0 49.63 L .4o? 38.3
i .O2_3 .0 4-9.63 .403 37 .i

335i= =!o7. I3 .o_2.1 _:i:C 6 _ .77 I 75 .8 30.5 37.9

#8.8 ,_ _<2 i .76 1 75.8 27.1 i j_.&

32.0 79.3 ,74 68.8 33.4 44.6
31.0 76.9 .74 70.8 31.5 45.8

28.2 Ji 70.%., .73 70.8 28.7 45.9 ,
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